The only artistic swimming magazine in the world!

Debuting June 2020, Fishtail Mag celebrates the beauty of Artistic Swimming in a unique monthly publication combining print and digital media.

**WE ARE PROMOTING THE SPORT WE ALL LOVE**

Founded by swimmers and artists Liz Corman and Thomas Symonds, Fishtail Mag features world-class photos, drawings, and contemporary stories in a tabloid newspaper, along with podcasts and videos featuring top athletes in the sport. Combining these media brings together artistry and storytelling in a one-of-a-kind publication.

The newspaper will have 2 versions: one English and French, and one Spanish and Italian (coming soon).

In each issue you will find:
→ Stunning world-class underwater portraits by Liz;
→ Unique backstage documentary style photography by Thomas;
→ In-depth interviews of top players in the artistic swimming world.
→ Photos, articles and artistry from guest contributors;
→ Two large format collectable posters for hanging;
→ A large original illustration by Thomas Symonds for coloring.

In addition, Fishtail Mag podcasts feature conversations in English with athletes, coaches, choreographers, and officials. Energized by Liz Corman’s lively personality and keen understanding of the sport, the podcasts spotlight everyone who makes Artistic Swimming such a dynamic and fascinating sport.

Fishtail Mag is printed sustainably in France using water-based inks and plastic-free packaging.

Screenshot from our presentation video [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtTJ5Eso4xA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtTJ5Eso4xA).
Subscriptions

Fishtail Mag is suitable for all ages starting as young as 10.

Fishtail Mag will is published monthly. You can subscribe via our website. There are three membership levels:

1. Podcasts
2. Newspaper
3. Newspaper + Podcasts

SUBSCRIBING IS SIMPLE:

→ Head over to www.fishtailmag.com

→ Once on website, you’ll be redirected to Patreon, our publishing platform.

→ Create an account, choose your subscription option and you’re done!

Please forward this release to anyone you think might be interested.

From Thomas and Liz,

The founders

Liz Corman
(www.lizcorman.com) is a former Artistic Swimmer who has garnered a worldwide following with her artful action and portrait works of Artistic Swimmers.

She established Liz Corman Photography LLC in San Francisco shortly after receiving her Master’s of Fine Art degree from the San Francisco Art Institute.

Thomas Symonds
(www.thomassymonds.com) is a former competitive swimmer who works as photographer and art director in Paris.

He directed “Immergées”, a 2017 documentary about the French duet and publishes weekly photos on his highly followed Instagram account @synchro_box.

MERCI
One main topic and one secondary topic, each illustrated with beautiful photos that you'll find nowhere else.

Two large format posters that you can hang on your wall and change each month or collect.

One or two in-depth interviews of top athletes or actors of the artistic swimming world.

A large original illustration for you to colour-in.